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Abstract

Generating talking face videos from audio attracts lots of
research interest. A few person-specific methods can gener-
ate vivid videos but require the target speaker’s videos for
training or fine-tuning. Existing person-generic methods
have difficulty in generating realistic and lip-synced videos
while preserving identity information. To tackle this prob-
lem, we propose a two-stage framework consisting of audio-
to-landmark generation and landmark-to-video rendering
procedures. First, we devise a novel Transformer-based
landmark generator to infer lip and jaw landmarks from the
audio. Prior landmark characteristics of the speaker’s face
are employed to make the generated landmarks coincide
with the facial outline of the speaker. Then, a video ren-
dering model is built to translate the generated landmarks
into face images. During this stage, prior appearance in-
formation is extracted from the lower-half occluded target
face and static reference images, which helps generate real-
istic and identity-preserving visual content. For effectively
exploring the prior information of static reference images,
we align static reference images with the target face’s pose
and expression based on motion fields. Moreover, auditory
features are reused to guarantee that the generated face im-
ages are well synchronized with the audio. Extensive ex-
periments demonstrate that our method can produce more
realistic, lip-synced, and identity-preserving videos than ex-
isting person-generic talking face generation methods.

1. Introduction
Audio-driven talking face video generation is valuable

in a wide range of applications, such as visual dubbing
[19, 26, 37], digital assistants [32], and animation movies
[46]. Based on the training paradigm and data requirement,

*Corresponding author is Guanbin Li.
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Figure 1. This paper is targeted at generating a talking face video
for a speaker which is coherent with input audio. We implement
this task by completing the lower-half face of the speaker’s origi-
nal video. The outline of the mouth and jaw is inferred from the
input audio and then used to guide the video completion process.
Moreover, multiple static reference images are used to supply prior
appearance information.

the talking face generation methods can generally be cate-
gorized as person-specific or person-generic types. Person-
specific methods [11, 20, 21, 28, 32, 41] can generate photo-
realistic talking face videos but need to be re-trained or fine-
tuned with the target speaker’s videos, which might be in-
accessible in some real-world scenarios. Hence, learning to
generate person-generic talking face videos is a more sig-
nificant and challenging problem in this field. This topic
also attracts lots of research attention [14,19,24,26,37,45].
In this paper, we focus on tackling the person-generic talk-
ing face video generation by completing the lower-half face
of the speaker’s original video under the guidance of audio
data and multiple reference images, as shown in Figure 1.

The main challenges of the person-generic talking face
video generation include two folds: 1) How can the model
generate videos having facial motions, especially mouth
and jaw motions, which are coherent with the input au-
dio? 2) How can the model produce visually realistic frames
while preserving the identity information? To address the
first problem, many methods [3, 5, 6, 17, 37, 46] leverage fa-
cial landmarks as intermediate representation when gener-
ating person-generic talking face videos. However, trans-
lation from audio to facial landmarks is an ambiguous task,
considering the same pronunciation may correspond to mul-
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tiple facial shapes. A few landmark-based talking face gen-
eration methods [3, 42] tend to produce results having the
averaged lip shape of training samples, which may have
remarkable differences with the lip shape of the speaker.
A line of methods [6, 37] incorporate the prior information
from a reference image’s landmarks to generate landmarks
consistent with the speaker’s shape. However, they directly
fuse the features of audio and landmarks with simple con-
catenation or addition operations without modeling the un-
derlying correlation between them. For example, the rela-
tions between the reference landmarks and the audio clips
from different time intervals are different. Those meth-
ods are not advantageous at capturing such kinds of dif-
ferences. Moreover, the temporal dependencies are also
valuable for predicting facial landmarks. Existing methods,
such as [6, 17, 38, 46], depend on long short-term memory
(LSTM) models to explore the temporal dependencies when
transforming audio clips to landmark sequences. However,
those models are limited in capturing long-range temporal
relationships.

Since the input audio and intermediate landmarks do not
contain visual content information intrinsically, it is very
challenging to hallucinate realistic facial videos from audio
and intermediate landmarks while preserving the identity
information. A few existing methods, such as [37,46], adopt
a single static reference image to supply visual appearance
and identity information. However, one static reference im-
age is insufficient to cover all facial details, e.g., the teeth
and the side content of cheeks. This makes these algorithms
struggle to synthesize unseen details, which is unreliable
and easily leads to generation artifacts. [3, 7] use multiple
reference images to provide more abundant details. How-
ever, they simply concatenate the reference images without
spatial alignment, which is limited in extracting meaningful
features from reference images.

To cope with the above problems, we devise a novel two-
stage framework composed of an audio-to-landmark gen-
erator and a landmark-to-video rendering network. The
goal of our framework is to complete the lower-half face
of the video with content coherent to the phonetic motions
of the audio. Specifically, we use pose prior landmarks of
the upper-half face and reference landmarks extracted from
static face images as extra inputs of the audio-to-landmark
generator. The access to the two kinds of landmarks helps
to prevent the generator from producing results that devi-
ate from the face outline of the speaker. Then, we build
up the network architecture of the generator based on the
multi-head self-attention modules [33]. Our design is more
advantageous at capturing relationships between phonetic
units and landmarks compared to simple concatenation or
addition operations [6, 37]. It is also more helpful for mod-
eling temporal dependencies than LSTM used in previous
methods [6, 17, 38, 46]. Additionally, multiple static face

images are referred to extract prior appearance information
for generating realistic and identity-preserving face frames.
Inspired by [10], we set up the landmark-to-video rendering
network with a motion field based alignment module and a
face image translation module. The alignment module is
targeted at registering static reference images with the face
pose and expression delivered by the results of the landmark
generator. This target is achieved by inferring a motion field
for each static reference image and then warping the image
and its features. The alignment module can decrease the
difficulty in translating meaningful features of static refer-
ence images to the target image. The face image translation
module produces the final face images by combining multi-
source features from the inferred landmarks, the occluded
original images, the registered reference images, and the
audio. The inferred landmarks provide vital clues for con-
straining the facial pose and expression. Those images are
paramount for inferring the facial appearance. Besides, the
audio features are reused to guarantee that the generated lip
shapes are well synchronized with the audio. Extensive ex-
periments demonstrate that our method produces more re-
alistic and lip-synced talking face videos and preserves the
identity information better than existing methods. Our main
contributions are summarized as follows:

• We propose a two-stage framework composed of an
audio-to-landmark generator and a landmark-to-video
rendering model to address the person-generic talking
face generation task under the guidance of prior land-
mark and appearance information.

• We devise an audio-to-landmark generator that can ef-
fectively fuse prior landmark information with the au-
dio features. We also make an early effort to construct
the generator with multi-head self-attention modules.

• We design a landmark-to-video rendering model
which can make full use of multiple source signals,
including prior visual appearance information, land-
marks, and auditory features.

• Extensive experiments are conducted on LRS2 [1] and
LRS3 [2] dataset, demonstrating the superiority of our
method over existing methods in terms of realism,
identity preservation, and lip synchronization.

2. Related Work
2.1. Audio-Driven Talking Face Generation

Existing audio-driven talking face generation methods
mainly include two types, person-specific and person-
generic methods. With the help of 3D Morphable Model
(3DMM) [4] and neural radiance fields (NeRF) [23], some
person-specific methods [11, 20, 28, 32, 39, 41, 44] can syn-
thesize high-fidelity talking face videos. For example, NVP
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[32] and FACIAL [41] first predict 3DMM expression pa-
rameters from audio and then use a neural rendering net-
work to produce videos. A few works [11, 20, 28] attempt
to implement the audio-driven talking face video genera-
tion by controlling the dynamic neural radiance field with
the audio and then rendering face images. Nevertheless,
all these methods require videos of the target speaker for
re-training or fine-tuning, which may be inaccessible in
some real-world scenarios. It is more significant to devise
person-generic methods which can synthesize talking face
videos for unseen speakers. There exists a series of liter-
ature focusing on person-generic talking face generation,
such as [6,16,24,26,34,37,45,46]. Typically, Wav2Lip [26]
uses an encoder-decoder based generator to synthesize talk-
ing face videos under the guidance of a lip sync discrimi-
nator. Based on Wav2Lip, SyncTalkFace [24] proposes an
audio-lip memory to provide extra visual information of the
mouth region. PC-AVS [45] modularizes talking faces into
feature spaces of speech content, head pose, and identity,
respectively. These features are assembled to produce talk-
ing face videos. However, these methods are insufficient
in generating highly realistic and lip-synced videos while
preserving identity information.

2.2. Landmark-based Talking Face Generation

Many audio-driven talking face generation methods [3,5,
6, 17, 30, 31, 37, 38, 42, 46] use facial landmarks as interme-
diate representation. For example, Suwajanakorn et al. [30]
use a recurrent neural network (RNN) to learn the mapping
from audio input to mouth landmarks and then synthesize
high-quality mouth texture. [6,17,21,31] rely on Long Short
Term Memory (LSTM) models to learn the mapping from
audio to landmark movements. MakeItTalk [46] combines
LSTM and self-attention mechanisms to predict the land-
mark displacement from audio. APB2Face [42] uses lin-
ear layers to predict landmark geometry from the concate-
nated pose, blink, and audio features. Xie et al. [37] de-
vise a two-stage framework where three encoders are used
to extract the audio, pose, and reference embeddings in the
first stage, and three embeddings are fused with trainable
weights and fed into a decoder to predict the landmarks of
the lip and jaw in the second stage. Our method is also
composed of two stages, including audio-to-landmark gen-
eration and landmark-to-video rendering. It is distinct from
existing methods in the following aspects. First, built upon
Transformer modules, the audio-to-landmark generator is
more advantageous at exploring prior landmark informa-
tion to predict facial landmarks accurately. Secondly, the
landmark-to-video rendering model can effectively com-
bine multi-source features from prior appearance informa-
tion, landmarks, and audio, achieving better performance in
terms of realism, lip synchronization, and identity preserva-
tion than existing methods.

3. Proposed Method
Given an audio sequence and an initial input video, we

aim to generate a lip-synced talking face video by com-
pleting the lower-half occluded face of the input video in
a frame-by-frame manner. An overview of our method is
depicted in Figure 2. Our framework is composed of two
stages. The first stage takes the audio signal and prior land-
marks of the speaker’s face as input to predict the landmarks
of the lip and jaw. The second stage consists of an align-
ment module and a translation module. Based on the mo-
tion fields, the alignment module registers reference images
and their features with the target face pose and expression.
The translation module synthesizes the full face image from
landmarks under the guidance of auditory features and prior
appearance information from the occluded target face and
registered reference images.

3.1. Audio-To-Landmark Generation

In this stage, the network aims to generate landmarks of
lip {l̂lt ∈ R2×nl}Tt=1 and jaw {l̂jt ∈ R2×nj}Tt=1 for T = 5
adjacent frames at a time, given the reference landmarks
{lri ∈ R2×nr}Nl

i=1, pose prior landmarks {lpt ∈ R2×np}Tt=1,
and audio input {mt ∈ Rh×w}Tt=1. Nl is the number of
reference landmarks (measured in frames). nl, nj , nr, and
np is the number of landmarks representing lip, jaw, whole
face, and pose, respectively. Following [26], for each video
frame, we extract out the corresponding audio interval and
process it to Mel-spectrogram with size of 16 × 80, i.e.,
h = 16 and w = 80. The reference landmarks provide
prior personalized facial outline information for landmark
prediction.

3.1.1 Transformer-based Landmark Generator

We extract the audio embedding at from the audio Mel-
spectrograms with an encoder module Ea similar to [26].
We also utilize 1D convolution layers to construct a pose
encoder Ep and a reference encoder Er which extract pose
embedding pt and reference embedding ri from pose prior
landmarks lpt and reference landmarks lri , respectively. This
process is formulated as follows:

at = Ea (mt) t = 1, 2, ..., T (1)
pt = Ep (l

p
t ) t = 1, 2, ..., T (2)

ri = Er (l
r
i ) i = 1, 2, ..., Nl (3)

where at, pt, ri ∈ Rd (d is the dimension of audio, pose, or
reference embedding).

For differentiating embeddings calculated from there
types of source signals, we introduce three learnable encod-
ing vectors etypea , etypep , and etyper ∈ Rd, indicating that the
embedding is calculated from audio Mel-spectrogram, prior
pose landmarks, and reference landmarks, respectively. The
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Figure 2. Overview of our framework. It can be divided into two stages: (1) Audio-To-Landmark Generation (left orange part). The
transformer-base landmark generator takes the audio, reference landmarks, and pose prior landmarks as input to predict the landmarks
of lip and jaw, which are then combined with pose prior landmarks to construct the target sketches. Positional encodings and modality
encodings are omitted for simplicity. (2) Landmark-To-Video Rendering (right blue part). According to target sketches, the alignment
module takes multiple reference images and their sketches as input to obtain the motion fields, which warp the reference images and their
features to target head pose and expression. With the assistance of audio features and warped images and features, the translation module
translates the target sketches concatenated with the lower-half masked target face to the resulted face image.

temporal positional encoding of the t-th frame is denoted as
epost ∈ Rd which is calculated following the sinusoidal po-
sitional encoding. These encoding variables are added to the
audio, pose, and reference embeddings as below,

at = at + epost + etypea t = 1, 2, ..., T (4)

pt = pt + epost + etypep t = 1, 2, ..., T (5)

ri = ri + etyper i = 1, 2, ..., Nl (6)

Afterwards, we employ the Transformer modules [33] to
capture both intra-type and inter-type relation among three
types of embeddings. The initial tokens z0 are formed by
concatenating {ri}Nl

i=1, {at}Tt=1, and {pt}Tt=1. Practically,
L Transformer encoder modules are adopted in our model,
and each module is constituted by a stack of multi-head self-
attention (MSA), layer normalization (LN), and MLP lay-
ers. The calculation process is summarized as below,

zℓ = MSA(LN(zℓ−1)) + zℓ−1, ℓ = 1 . . . L

zℓ = MLP(LN(zℓ)) + zℓ, ℓ = 1 . . . L
(7)

where zℓ ∈ R(Nl+2T )×d represents the output of the ℓ-th
Transformer module. Let zLi be the representation of the i-
th token in zL. The second last T tokens are used to predict

lip landmarks, and the last T tokens are used to predict jaw
landmarks:

l̂lt = MLP(zL
t+Nl

) t = 1, 2, ..., T (8)

l̂jt = MLP(zL
t+Nl+T ) t = 1, 2, ..., T (9)

where l̂lt ∈ R2×nl and l̂jt ∈ R2×nj denote the predicted
landmarks of lip and jaw at the t-th frame, respectively.

3.1.2 Loss Function for Landmark Generation

During training, we first apply the L1 reconstruction loss
L1 to constrain the predicted landmarks:

L1 =
1

T

T∑
t=1

(
∥l̂lt − llt∥1 + ∥l̂jt − ljt∥1

)
(10)

where llt and ljt denote the ground-truth landmarks of lip and
jaw, respectively.

For sake of improving the temporal smoothness, we also
adopt the following continuity regularization to constrain
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the predicted landmarks,

Lc =
1

T − 1

T−1∑
t=1

(
∥(l̂lt+1 − l̂lt)− (llt+1 − llt)∥2

+∥(l̂jt+1 − l̂jt )− (ljt+1 − ljt )∥2
) (11)

The overall training loss for audio-to-landmark stage is de-
fined as follows:

L = L1 + λcLc (12)

where λc is a constant and is set to 1.

3.2. Landmark-To-Video Rendering

Inspired from [10], we design a rendering stage consist-
ing of an alignment module Ga and a translation module
Gr. At first, the predicted landmarks are assembled with
the pose prior landmarks, forming a complete set of facial
landmarks. Then we draw these landmarks on the image
plane to get the target face sketches. We denote the target
face sketch at the t-th frame as Lt. To achieve temporal
continuity across frames, we select 2k + 1 target sketches
around the t-th frame, {Li ∈ R3×H×W }t+k

i=t−k as inputs for
predicting the t-th face image. Besides, to provide more ap-
pearance prior for the realistic rendering, multiple reference
images {Iri ∈ R3×H×W }Ni=1 and their extracted sketches
{Lr

i ∈ R3×H×W }Ni=1 are input to the alignment module for
computing the motion fields {Fi ∈ R2×H×W }Ni=1. The ref-
erence images and their features are then warped to target
head pose and expression by the motion fields. The transla-
tion module then translates the target sketches into the final
face image Ît ∈ R3×H×W , under the guidance of audi-
tory features, warped reference images and features, and the
lower-half occluded target face.

3.2.1 Reference Images Warping

For each reference image Iri and its sketch Lr
i , the align-

ment module encodes the channel-wise concatenation of
Lr
i and Iri with convolution layers to visual features in two

spatial resolutions: h1
i ∈ Rc1×h1×w1 , h2

i ∈ Rc2×h2×w2 .
To guide the prediction of motion field Fi, the channel-
wise concatenation of 2k + 1 target sketches Lt−k:t+k are
injected into the alignment module by SPADE [25] lay-
ers, which modulate the visual features according to target
sketches. Here, PixelShuffle layers [29] are utilized for up-
sampling. Generally, the function of the alignment module
can be formulated as:

Fi = Ga(L
r
i , I

r
i , Lt−k:t+k) i = 1, 2, ..., N (13)

Besides, for the aggregation of multiple reference images
and corresponding visual features warped by the motion

fields, one more output layer is added to the alignment mod-
ule to predict a 2D weight wi ∈ RH×W for Iri . The aggre-
gated warped image can be calculated as:

Ir =

∑N
i=1 wiFi(I

r
i )∑N

i=1 wi

(14)

where Fi(I
r
i ) ∈ R3×H×W is the image warped by the mo-

tion field Fi. And the aggregated warped features in two
spatial resolutions are h

1
and h

2
, respectively, which are

calculated as follows:

h
s
=

∑N
i=1 wiFi(h

s
i )∑N

i=1 wi

s = 1, 2 (15)

where Fi(h
s
i ) ∈ Rcs×hs×ws is the visual feature warped by

the motion field Fi. Note that Fi and wi are downsampled
to match the size of hs

i .

3.2.2 Sketch-To-Face Translation

In the translation module Gr , we aim to translate the target
sketches concatenated with the masked target face Imt to the
final face image Ît. This is performed via the assistance of
aggregated warped image Ir and feature h

1
, h

2
. Besides, to

enhance the synthesized mouth detail and lip synchroniza-
tion, the auditory feature at ∈ Rd extracted by an audio
encoder similar to [26] is injected into the translation mod-
ule through AdaIN layers [15]. The overall process can be
formulated as:

Ît = Gr(I
m
t , Lt−k:t+k, Ir, h

1
, h

2
, at) (16)

Specifically, Imt and Lt−k:t+k are concatenated channel-
wise and fed into the convolution layers to obtain encoded
features. Ir, h

1
, and h

2
are fused into the translation

module through SPADE [25] layers to modulate the en-
coded features followed by AdaIN operation [15]. Mean-
while, up-sampling is implemented through PixelShuffle
layers [29, 40] for better performance.

At last, the generated full face is pasted onto the original
frame during inference. However, since the generated face
may include small portions of background with artifacts, we
composite the generated face with the background of the
original frame through a Gaussian-smoothed face mask, as
depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Post-processing for generated face pasted onto the orig-
inal frame through a Gaussian-smoothed face mask.
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3.2.3 Loss Function for Rendering

Following [27], the alignment module, translation module,
and audio encoder are trained jointly on the reconstruc-
tion task. The warping loss Lw, based on the perceptual
loss of [18], between aggregated warped image Ir and the
ground truth image It, is employed to constrain the align-
ment module for computing an accurate motion field.

Lw =
∑
i

∥∥ϕi(Ir)− ϕi(It)
∥∥
1

(17)

where ϕi is the activation output of the i-th layer in the
VGG-19 network. The reconstruction loss Lr, which has a
similar structure as that of Lw, and the style loss Ls, which
computes the statistic error between activation output in the
VGG-19 network, are applied to reduce errors between gen-
erated face Ît and ground truth It.

Lr =
∑
i

∥∥∥ϕi(Ît)− ϕi(It)
∥∥∥
1

(18)

Ls =
∑
i

∥∥∥Gϕ
i (Ît)−Gϕ

i (It)
∥∥∥
1

(19)

where Gϕ
i is the Gram matrix derived from the aforemen-

tioned activation output ϕi. To further enhance the photo-
realism of the generated image, we also utilize patch GAN
loss Lg and feature matching loss Lf from pix2pixHD [35].
To summarize, the training loss for the landmark-to-video
rendering stage can be formulated as follows:

L = λwLw + λrLr + λsLs + λgLg + λfLf (20)

In experiments, we set λw = 2.5, λr = 4, λs = 1000,
λg = 0.25, and λf = 2.5 based on cross-validation.

4. Experiments

4.1. Experimental Settings

Implementation Details. When generating landmarks
from audio, we utilize the mediapipe tool [22] to detect
facial landmarks from each video frame, where nl = 41,
nj = 16, nr = 131, and np = 74. Following [26], we cal-
culate Mel-spectrograms from 16kHz audios using a win-
dow size of 800 and hop size of 200. Nl is set to 15, and d
is 512. To render videos from landmarks, 128 × 128 face
images (i.e., H = W = 128) are generated at 25 fps, and
k is set to 2. The number of reference images N is set to
3 during training and 1/5 of the video length during infer-
ence. More details about network architectures and hyper-
parameters are included in the supplementary document.

Dataset. Two audio-visual speech recognition datasets,
LRS2 [1] and LRS3 [2], are used in our experiments.

1) LRS2 [1]. The dataset consists of 48,164 video clips
from outdoor shows on BBC television. Each video
is accompanied by an audio corresponding to a sen-
tence with up to 100 characters. The training, valida-
tion, and test sets are split based on broadcast date, in-
cluding 45,839, 1,082, and 1,243 videos, respectively.
We sample 45 videos from the test set for evaluating
algorithms quantitatively.

2) LRS3 [2]. This dataset consists of 151,819 videos
from indoor shows of TED or TEDx. There exists no
overlap between LRS2 and LRS3. The videos of the
two datasets are distinct in shooting scenes, lighting
conditions, actions, etc. Thus, we sample 45 videos
from LRS3 to test the generalization ability of talking
face generation methods.

Comparison Methods. We compare our method against
state-of-the-art methods [6, 16, 26, 45, 46] on the person-
generic audio-driven talking face generation. EAMM [16]
generates talking face videos with emotion control based
on unsupervised motion representations. PC-AVS [45]
can generate pose-controllable talking face videos based
on modularized audio-visual representation. Wav2Lip [26]
uses an encoder-decoder model learned via adversarial
training to produce talking face videos. MakeItTalk [46]
leverages 3D landmarks to animate portrait images accord-
ing to the input audio. ATVGnet [6] takes advantage of 2D
landmarks to generate talking face videos from the input
audio and an identity frame. For more comparison settings,
please refer to our supplementary document.

4.2. Evaluation Metrics

Visual Quality Metrics. We use Peak Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (PSNR) and Structured similarity (SSIM) [36] to
measure the similarity between generated and ground-
truth images. Learned Perceptual Image Patch Similarity
(LPIPS) [43] and Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [12]
are employed to measure the feature-level similarity be-
tween generated and ground-truth images. We use the co-
sine similarity (CSIM) of identity vectors extracted by the
face recognition network ArcFace [9] to evaluate the iden-
tity preservation ability.

Lip Synchronization Metrics. Following [37], we com-
pute the normalized lip landmarks distance (LipLMD) be-
tween generated images and ground-truth images to eval-
uate the lip synchronization ability. When no ground-
truth images exist, like in the video dubbing task, we em-
ploy SyncNet [8] to extract features from generated images
and corresponding audio data and then calculate the Sync-
Score [8] between the two kinds of features. To a certain
degree, this metric can convey how the lip shapes in gener-
ated images are coherent with the input audio.
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Method Dataset Reconstruction Dubbing
PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓ FID↓ LipLMD↓ CSIM↑ SyncScore↑

ATVGnet [6]

LRS2

11.55 0.3944 0.5575 223.26 0.27401 0.1020 3.51
Wav2lip [26] 27.92 0.8962 0.0741 43.46 0.02003 0.5925 3.86

MakeItTalk [46] 17.25 0.5562 0.2237 76.57 0.05024 0.5799 2.68
PC-AVS [45] 15.75 0.4867 0.2802 110.60 0.07569 0.3927 5.20
EAMM [16] 15.17 0.4623 0.3398 91.95 0.15191 0.2318 3.01

Ours 32.91 0.9399 0.0303 27.87 0.01293 0.6523 4.49
ATVGnet [6]

LRS3

10.90 0.3791 0.5667 190.49 0.30564 0.1176 4.43
Wav2lip [26] 28.45 0.8852 0.0683 49.60 0.02001 0.5909 4.26

MakeItTalk [46] 17.78 0.5607 0.2788 97.99 0.08432 0.5465 3.04
PC-AVS [45] 15.60 0.4732 0.3321 115.25 0.10611 0.3537 6.15
EAMM [16] 15.37 0.4679 0.3812 108.83 0.17818 0.2689 3.30

Ours 32.97 0.9222 0.0310 29.96 0.01353 0.6385 5.63

Table 1. Quantitative comparison with state-of-the-art person-generic talking face generation methods on the reconstruction and dubbing
setting. ↑ indicates higher is better while ↓ indicates lower is better.

Ground TruthOursWav2Lip PC-AVSMakeItTalkATVGnet EAMM

Figure 4. Qualitative comparisons with state-of-the-art person-generic methods on LRS2 [1] and LRS3 [2] datasets. Our method produces
realistic results with better identity preservation effect. More results are presented in the supplementary video.

4.3. Quantitative Comparison

We conduct a quantitative comparison of reconstruction
and dubbing settings. In the reconstruction setting, we in-
put the original audio to reconstruct the talking face videos.
In the dubbing setting, the input audio comes from another
video. Note that there is no ground truth for dubbed videos.
Thus, quantitatively evaluating the generated results under
the dubbing setting is challenging.

Talking Face Reconstruction. The quantitative evalua-
tion results are reported in Table 1. It can be seen that our
method achieves the best performance on all visual quality
metrics. Especially in identity preservation, our method is
significantly better than other methods by large margins on
the CSIM metric. The CSIM of our method is 10.09% and
8.05% larger than that of the second-best method, Wav2lip,
on LRS2 and LRS3, respectively. The reason is that our
method can effectively leverage multiple reference images
as well as landmark priors to provide more personalized fa-
cial attributes of a specific speaker, while other methods
tend to generate the average facial attributes of the train-
ing dataset. Moreover, the LipLMD of our method is much

smaller than those of other methods. This means that our
method can generate more accurate facial landmarks as in-
termediate representation and the lip movement in our re-
sults is better synchronized with the input audio.

Video Dubbing. As shown in Table 1, the SyncScore of
our method is comparable to that of PC-AVS [45], which
adopts specific contrastive learning strategies to pull close
the visual and auditory features. Meanwhile, our method
achieves a much higher SyncScore than other methods.
This also validates that the lip shape generated by our
method is well synchronized with the audio data.

4.4. Qualitative Comparison
Method Image Quality Lip Synchronization Identity Preservation

ATVGnet [6] 1.78 2.42 2.22
Wav2lip [26] 2.74 4.14 3.68

MakeItTalk [46] 2.94 1.97 3.10
PC-AVS [45] 2.98 3.47 2.94
EAMM [16] 2.33 1.91 2.46

Ours 4.40 4.56 4.54

Table 2. User study about video generation quality.
User Study. To validate the effect of our method quali-

tatively, we conduct a user study where 25 participants are
invited to evaluate the generated videos. Five videos are
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selected from each dataset for evaluation. The input audio
is chosen following the reconstruction setting. Each partic-
ipant is asked to rate the generated video from 1 to 5 on
three terms, including image quality, lip synchronization,
and identity preservation. A higher score indicates a bet-
ter result. The mean opinion scores (MOS) are presented in
Table 2. As can be observed, our method receives a better
evaluation from participants than other methods. Specifi-
cally, the MOS of our method is 47.6%, 10.1%, and 23.4%
higher than that of the second best method on image quality,
lip synchronization, and identity preservation, respectively.

Visualization of Generated Images. Three examples
generated under the talking face reconstruction setting are
presented in Fig. 4. Compared with other methods, our
method can produce images that are visually closer to the
ground truth. There also exist relatively less artifacts in our
results. PC-AVS [45], Wav2Lip [26], MakeItTalk [46], and
ATVGnet [6] fail to generate images that have consistent
mouth shapes with the ground-truth images. EAMM [16]
and PC-AVS tend to produce face images with moderate
differences from ground truth images. For example, the
eyes and wrinkles are apparently different from those in the
ground truth images. Besides, the results of Wav2Lip and
ATVGnet are a little blurry.

4.5. Ablation Study

In this section, we conduct ablation studies on the LRS2
[1] dataset to validate the effect of core components in our
method and the performance gain derived by multiple refer-
ence images.

Method Landmark Error

w/ LSTM 3.99
w/ Transformer 3.04

Table 3. Ablation study on Transformer modules.

Effectiveness of Transformer Encoder. To demon-
strate the advantage of the transformer encoder used in land-
mark generator, we implement a variant of our method by
replacing the transformer encoder with a commonly used
bidirectional LSTM [13]. In this variant, reference embed-
dings are first averaged to form a global reference embed-
ding as in [37]. Then, the LSTM module takes the concate-
nation of pose embedding, audio embedding, and global ref-
erence embedding as input to predict the landmarks. Land-
mark error is calculated to evaluate the accuracy of pre-
dicted landmarks (see supplementary material for more de-
tails). As shown in Table 3, our transformer-based land-
mark generator (‘w/ Transformer’) performs better than the
LSTM-based landmark generator (‘w/ LSTM’). This is be-
cause the transformer module is more advantageous at mod-
eling the temporal dependencies and the relationships be-
tween landmark and audio features.

Effectiveness of Warping and Audio feature. We at-
tempt to remove the warping mechanism in the alignment

Method PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓ FID↓ LipLMD↓ CSIM↑

w/o warping 32.46 0.9377 0.0323 28.25 0.01357 0.6489
w/o audio 32.71 0.9383 0.0317 28.47 0.01334 0.6501

Ours 32.91 0.9399 0.0303 27.87 0.01293 0.6523

Table 4. Ablation study on audio features and reference image
alignment in the landmark-to-video rendering model.

Reference Num PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓ FID↓ CSIM↑

N=1 32.91 0.9390 0.0313 28.55 0.6485
N=5 32.96 0.9393 0.0312 28.35 0.6536

N=10 32.97 0.9394 0.0312 27.97 0.6529
N=25 32.97 0.9394 0.0311 27.93 0.6546

Table 5. Ablation study on the number of reference images.

module and inject the misaligned reference images and fea-
tures into the translation module. This forms a variant of our
method indicated by ‘w/o warping’. As can be seen in Ta-
ble 4, it derives deteriorated visual quality metrics. Besides,
the LipLMD metric also gets worse because misaligned ref-
erence images have negative impacts on inferring the lip
shape. Moreover, without using audio feature to enhance
the lip synchronization and mouth details in the translation
module (i.e. ‘w/o audio’), both lip synchronization and vi-
sual quality metrics get worse.

Number of Reference Images. We try to vary the num-
ber of reference images N during inference to assess the
performance gain derived by multiple reference images.
The experimental results are provided in Table 5. We ob-
serve that using multiple reference images (5 to 25) gives
rise to better metric values than using one reference image.

5. Conclusion
We propose a two-stage person-generic method for

audio-driven talking face generation. First, we devise a
novel transformer-based landmark generator to obtain ac-
curate lip and jaw landmarks from audio. Then we align
multiple reference images with the target expression and
pose to provide more appearance prior for rendering face
videos. Besides, acoustic features are utilized to enhance
lip synchronization in the rendering stage. Extensive exper-
iments show that our method can generate more realistic,
lip-synced, and identity-preserving talking face videos than
other person-generic methods.
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